The most important *measuring tools* in this woodshop are:

- The Metric system of measurement
- The bench rule or steel rulers
- Tape measure
- The Tri-square

Some other *measuring devices* are:

- Calipers
- Dividers
- The framing square

The three most important *marking tools* in this woodshop are:

- A *wooden* pencil
- The marking gauge
- The letter stamp set

Some other *marking devices* are:

- Pen knife
- Scratch awl
- The mortising gauge

There are six sides to *every wooden board*:

- Two *Faces*
- Two *Edges*
- Two *Ends*

There are three dimensions to *every wooden board*:

- \( T = \) Thickness
- \( W = \) Width
- \( L = \) Length

In woodworking they are *always* listed in the above order.